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The cognitive map in humans: spatial
navigation and beyond
Russell A Epstein1, Eva Zita Patai2, Joshua B Julian1 & Hugo J Spiers2
The ‘cognitive map’ hypothesis proposes that brain builds a unified representation of the spatial environment to support
memory and guide future action. Forty years of electrophysiological research in rodents suggest that cognitive maps are neurally
instantiated by place, grid, border and head direction cells in the hippocampal formation and related structures. Here we review
recent work that suggests a similar functional organization in the human brain and yields insights into how cognitive maps
are used during spatial navigation. Specifically, these studies indicate that (i) the human hippocampus and entorhinal cortex
support map-like spatial codes, (ii) posterior brain regions such as parahippocampal and retrosplenial cortices provide critical
inputs that allow cognitive maps to be anchored to fixed environmental landmarks, and (iii) hippocampal and entorhinal spatial
codes are used in conjunction with frontal lobe mechanisms to plan routes during navigation. We also discuss how these three
basic elements of cognitive map based navigation—spatial coding, landmark anchoring and route planning—might be applied to
nonspatial domains to provide the building blocks for many core elements of human thought.
The idea of a cognitive map was originally proposed by Tolman 1,
in an effort to explain navigational behaviors in rodents that could
not be logically reduced to associations between specific stimuli and
rewarded behavioral responses. Tolman observed, for example, that
rats who had learned a roundabout route to a goal would quickly
switch to a more direct path if the familiar route was blocked. He
concluded that the animals must have access to spatial knowledge
about the environment, akin to the spatial knowledge obtainable from
a map, that could be used to guide behavior in a flexible manner.
This idea received neurobiological support from O’Keefe and
Dostrovsky’s2 discovery of place cells in the rodent hippocampus,
which fire as a function of the spatial position of the animal. Building
on these results, O’Keefe and Nadel3 proposed that the hippocampus
provided the neural instantiation of a spatial map, and they further
hypothesized that this map took the form of a Euclidean coordinate
system that allowed landmarks and goals to be encoded in terms of
their allocentric locations. Although the precise nature of the hippocampal code remains hotly debated4,5, subsequent discoveries have
fleshed out the cognitive map hypothesis by revealing more components of a putative spatial navigation system6, including (i) grid
cells in medial entorhinal cortex, which fire in a regular hexagonal
lattice of locations tiling the floor of the environment; (ii) head direction (HD) cells in several cortical and subcortical structures, which
fire on the basis of the orientation of the head in the navigational
plane; and (iii) border cells in entorhinal cortex and boundary cells
in subiculum, which fire when the animal is at set distances from
navigational boundaries at specific directions. Grid cells are thought

to support coding of metric distances as the animal moves through
the world7, HD cells are implicated in the tracking of heading direction8, and border cells are believed to help relate the firing fields of
place and grid cells to the fixed features of the environment9. Cells in
the hippocampal system have also been discovered that encode other
navigationally relevant quantities, such as distance and direction to
navigational goals10.
The spatial positioning system supported by these cells is often
taken to be a model system for understanding how the brain processes high-level cognitive information. A key unresolved question,
however, is whether a similar navigational system is implemented
in humans. The fact that anatomical structures—the hippocampal
formation and Papez circuit—are conserved across mammalian species11 argues in favor of functional homologies between humans and
rodents. However, there are many differences between the species,
including the fact that rats have less complex visual systems and are
nocturnal rather than diurnal. Moreover, damage to navigationrelated structures in humans (for example, in the famous patient
H.M.) typically leads to broad memory deficits that are not limited to
the spatial domain. It has been challenging to resolve this issue, in part
because noninvasive neuroimaging methods used in humans do not
interrogate the level of neuronal information processing revealed by
single-cell recording studies. However, recent advanced neuroimaging
analysis methods have allowed researchers to mitigate this limitation
to some degree (Box 1). Here we review studies on cognitive-mapbased navigation, with an emphasis on connecting this recent human
neuroimaging work to the rodent neurophysiology literature.

1Department

Representing space: maps, grids and contexts
Participants in functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiments must remain stationary in the scanner, so it is not possible to
use fMRI to monitor blood oxygenation level–dependent responses
(a proxy for neural activity) while people perambulate about the
world. Consequently, fMRI studies often resort to examining activity
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Box 1 Using fMRI signals to interrogate neural codes
fMRI data are acquired in spatially discrete units, called voxels. A typical voxel of 3 × 3 × 3 mm contains roughly 600,000 neurons. Given the
coarseness of the signal, one might think it impossible to use fMRI to ask questions about neural representations implemented at the single-unit or
columnar level. However, researchers have developed several methods that allow fMRI signals to be related to a representational code.
fMRI adaptation. fMRI adaptation (also known as fMRI repetition suppression) occurs when repeated presentation of the same stimulus leads to a
reduction in the fMRI signal. Adaptation across two different stimuli provides evidence for a common neural representation, while an absence of
adaptation (or ‘recovery from adaptation’) is evidence that the two stimuli are representationally distinct.
Multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA). MVPA involves analyzing patterns of fMRI activity across multiple voxels and testing the information that can be
decoded from these patterns. Popular decoding methods include correlation-based classification and support vector machines. A common extension
of MVPA is representational similarity analysis (RSA), in which the similarities between fMRI activation patterns are taken as a proxy for similarities
between the corresponding neural representations.
Encoding models. Here, one models fMRI responses by describing stimuli in terms of simpler features that are hypothesized to be represented at the
neuronal level. A training data set is used to estimate the extent to which each voxel’s response is modulated by each feature. The model is then
evaluated on the basis of how well it predicts fMRI responses to independent test stimuli. If the predictions are accurate, then the model is deemed
to contain an accurate description of the neural representations in each voxel.

during virtual navigation, imagined navigation, spatial memory recall
or viewing of navigationally relevant stimuli. Although vestibular and
proprioceptive inputs are absent in these studies, memory and planning systems are engaged and visual inputs are often present. The
earliest neuroimaging navigation studies using these approaches, performed in the late 1990s12–14, revealed a network of brain regions that
were more active during navigation than during perceptually matched
control conditions (Fig. 1). Contemporaneous work found that a subset of these regions, including the posterior parahippocampal cortex
and the retrosplenial and medial parietal region, responded strongly
during mere passive viewing of buildings, landscapes, cityscapes and
rooms15, implicating them in the visual processing of navigationrelated stimuli. Other brain regions in the ‘navigation network’, such
as frontal lobe regions, have been shown to respond primarily during
active navigation, consistent with the view that their role in navigation
relates to planning16,17.
In rodents, the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex are believed
to be central for cognitive map-based navigation. In human fMRI
studies, the hippocampus responds when people use a cognitive-mapbased strategy during virtual navigation, as evidenced by the use of
shortcuts or the planning of efficient novel routes18–20, and activity in the hippocampus also predicts accuracy of navigation when
using such strategies21. In contrast, use of a response-based strategy,
in which a familiar route is followed by implementing a sequence of
actions associated with specific visual cues, is associated with activity
in the caudate19,20. London taxi drivers, who spend years learning an
extensive map of London streets, have larger right posterior hippocampi as a result of their training22, and the size of this part of the hippocampus has also been shown to predict learning of the allocentric
spatial relationships between buildings on a college campus23 and
the allocentric topography of an artificial landscape24. Thus, activity
in the human hippocampus is associated with cognitive-map-based
navigation, and the size of the hippocampus may predict the ability
to acquire a cognitive map.
Recently, fMRI researchers have taken these results a step further by
showing that the hippocampus in humans supports map-like spatial
codes. A key feature of a map is that it preserves distance relationships:
entities that are closer together in the real world are closer together
on the map. One of the first studies to examine such distance relationships in the hippocampus used the technique of fMRI adaptation
(Fig. 2a)25. Participants were college students who viewed images of
familiar campus buildings, shown one at a time. fMRI activity in the
hippocampus in response to each building scaled with the distance
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between that building and the building shown on the immediately preceding trial. This pattern of ‘recovery from adaptation’ indicated that
the hippocampus considered closer buildings to be representationally
similar and distant buildings to be representationally dissimilar.
Map-like codes in the hippocampus have also been identified
using multi-voxel pattern analysis (MVPA) of spatially distributed
fMRI responses. Hassabis et al.26 examined activation while participants navigated a virtual environment consisting of two connected
square rooms. Activation patterns in the hippocampus distinguished
between the corners within a room, while activation patterns in parahippocampal cortex distinguished between the rooms. Subsequent
work with larger environments indicated that similarities in the hippocampal patterns reflected distances in both time and space27. In a
particularly striking example, the locations and times of real-world
events were recorded by participants wearing a life-logging device
around their necks for a month as they went about their daily lives
(Fig. 2b). When subjects were subsequently scanned while recalling
these events in response to photographs taken by the device, activity
patterns in the left anterior hippocampus reflected both temporal and
spatial proximities28.
Remarkably, researchers have also been able to use fMRI to identify grid-like codes in entorhinal cortex (Fig. 2c). This work uses an
encoding model approach, in which the fMRI response is predicted
on the basis of the expected responses in the underlying neurons.

OPA

RSC

Hipp

PPA

Figure 1 Neuroimaging studies reveal a network of brain regions involved
in spatial navigation. Neurosynth149 (http://www.neurosynth.org/) was used
to perform an automated meta-analysis of 64 studies of human navigation,
revealing common activation across these studies in the hippocampus
(Hipp), as well as parahippocampal, retrosplenial and entorhinal cortices,
among other regions (map thresholded at P < 0.01, corrected for false
discovery rate). This navigational network overlaps with three regions (PPA,
RSC, OPA) that respond strongly during viewing of scenes and buildings,
which were defined in a large group of participants (n = 42) using standard
methods150. Only the right-hemisphere inflated cortical surface is shown,
though similar regions are also found in the left hemisphere.
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Figure 2 Map- and grid-like coding of navigable space in humans.
(a) Evidence from fMRI adaptation. When viewing images of landmarks
from a familiar college campus, fMRI activity in the left hippocampus
(Hipp) scales with the real-world distance between the landmark
shown on each trial and the landmark shown on the immediately preceding
trial (adapted with permission from ref. 25, “Distances between real-world
locations are represented in the human hippocampus”, L.K. Morgan,
S.P. Macevoy, G.K. Aguirre & R.A. Epstein, 2011, in Journal of
Neuroscience, 31 (4), 1238–1245). (b) Evidence from multi-voxel
pattern analysis (MVPA). Voxelwise activity patterns in the hippocampus
reflect distances between events intermittently logged by a camera
worn by participants in the 30 d before the scan (aerial map of navigated
territory shown on the left, as well as example pictures; adapted with
permission from ref. 28, National Academy of Sciences). (c) Evidence
from an encoding model. Participants performed a navigation task in virtual
reality. Grid cells in an individual rat all have the same orientation
(ϕ; top row), and thus it was predicted that movements aligned with the grid
orientation should result in more fMRI activity than movements misaligned
with the grid. The expected pattern of results was observed in human
entorhinal cortex (EC, bottom row; adapted with permission from
ref. 29, Springer Nature).

Doeller et al.29 observed that in rodents the preferred heading direction of a conjunctive (location × direction) grid cell tends to be
aligned with the orientation of its grid. Because the orientation of all
entorhinal cortex conjunctive grid cells in an individual tend to be
aligned to each other, they predicted that the average neural response
should be greater for movements that align with the grid than for
movements that are misaligned. Indeed, this predicted effect was
1506

observed in the form of a 60° periodic modulation of fMRI response
by movement direction while human participants navigated a virtual environment. Subsequent work using the same approach found
that grid representations in entorhinal cortex were also active during
imagined movements30.
The neural reality of these map-like and grid-like representations
have been confirmed by intracranial recording studies performed on
presurgical epilepsy patients. When participants played a taxi driver
game that required them to pick up passengers and navigate to a
destination, a quarter of the recorded neurons in the hippocampus
were classified as place cells on the basis of firing that was selective
for location but independent of the facing direction31. Other cells in
the target regions (which included hippocampus, parahippocampal
cortex, amygdala and frontal lobes) encoded specific views (usually
views of buildings) or the identity of the current goal (also buildings).
Grid cell–like activity has also been identified in entorhinal cortex
using similar methods32, as have cells that code the direction of movement around a closed loop33.
Beyond distinguishing between locations and representing the
distances between them, another key characteristic of the rodent
hippocampus is that it can store multiple maps, thus allowing it to
represent multiple environments, or multiple states of the same environment34. This ability to distinguish between contexts is indexed by
‘global remapping’ and ‘rate remapping’35. In the former case, the set
of place cells that fire in one context is different from the set of place
cells that fire in another, whereas in the latter case, the same place
cells fire in the same locations, but with reliably different maximal
firing rates. During learning, the rodent hippocampus may fail to
distinguish between similar contexts for some time, but then suddenly
exhibit a unique representation for each36. At retrieval, the hippocampus will then show an all-or-nothing response, characteristic of attractor networks, whereby either one or the other context is represented,
even when the cues are intermediate between them37. Multivoxel
patterns in human hippocampus show similar attractor-like effects
under conditions of environmental ambiguity38. These results may
be related to a general hippocampal function of pattern separation39,
whereby different environments40, routes41 and behavioral contexts42
are orthogonalized from one another, thus allowing them to be distinguished even when they share overlapping features.
Finally, neuroimaging and neuropsychological studies indicate that
the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex are not the only regions that
mediate long-term spatial memories. Premorbidly learned cognitive
maps remain intact after medial temporal lobe damage 43, although
they seem to take a schematized form44. Thus, some spatial knowledge
may be encoded in the cortex, but the hippocampus might still be
needed for retrieval of fine spatial details45. fMRI studies suggest that
the retrosplenial and medial parietal region might be a particularly
important neocortical locus for the processing or storage of long-term
spatial knowledge46–49. An important question for future research will
be to understand how the hippocampal formation and cortical regions
interact to support different kinds of spatial knowledge.
Anchoring cognitive maps to the world
For a cognitive map to be useful, the organism must have a mechanism
for connecting map coordinates to fixed aspects of the environment
that can be identified by perceptual systems. These might include
discrete objects such as buildings, statues or mailboxes, or more distributed entities such as the shape of a room or the topography of a
landscape50. We use the term “landmark” to refer to items that are
stably related to specific locations or bearings on the map, including
both object-like landmarks and environmental boundaries. In this
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Figure 3 Anchoring the cognitive map to the world. (a) In oriented
rats, from trial to trial, the orientation of the hippocampal map is set
by featural cues on the walls of the chamber, rotating in concert with
rotation of those cues. (b) Following disorientation, the hippocampal
map is anchored primarily by the geometric shape of the chamber rather
than featural cues. For this example place cell, from trial to trial, two
place fields were observed relative to chamber geometry, one being a
180° rotation of the other, mirroring the chamber’s geometric symmetry
(adapted with permission from ref. 63, Elsevier). (c) fMRI evidence that
the human retrosplenial and medial parietal region represents heading
direction (adapted with permission from ref. 86, “Medial parietal
cortex encodes perceived heading direction in humans”, O. Baumann &
J.B. Mattingley, 2010, in Journal of Neuroscience, 30 (39),
12897–12901). During scanning, participants were shown pictures
associated with different facing directions learned in a virtual-reality
arena (left). fMRI adaptation was found in medial parietal cortex (BA 31)
when the same facing direction was elicited on successive trials (right).
(d) fMRI evidence that the RSC represents heading in a local reference
frame (adapted with permission from ref. 84, Springer Nature). During
training before scanning, participants learned the locations of objects
(denoted by circles) inside virtual reality ‘museums’. During scanning,
participants performed a task that required them to imagine facing each
object encountered during training. Multivoxel activity patterns in RSC
were similar for facing directions across the two museums defined in a
local, but not global, reference frame. (e) In rodents, retrosplenial cortex
(RSP) contains both bidirectional (BD) cells that represent heading in
a local reference frame and head direction (HD) cells that represent
heading in a global reference frame (adapted with permission
from ref. 94, Springer Nature).

section we discuss how landmarks are represented and how they are
used to anchor the cognitive map.
It is first worth noting that it is possible to navigate without using
landmarks. Many navigation episodes start from a familiar ‘home’
or ‘base’. In such cases, self-motion cues (for example, vestibular
and proprioceptive signals, motor efference copies and optic flow)
can be used to keep track of displacement from the starting point.
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This strategy, known as “path integration” or “dead reckoning,” is
used by many animals, including mammals, birds and insects51,52.
In rodents, path integration is believed to involve the use of HD cells
and grid cells to calculate a displacement vector7, and in humans
path integration accuracy correlates with activity in the hippocampus,
medial prefrontal cortex and other regions53,54. A limitation of this
strategy is that error inevitably accumulates over time. When this happens, landmarks can be used to recalibrate position and heading. One
can also navigate exclusively by using landmarks, without any path
integration at all, a strategy known as landmark-based piloting52.
Landmark control of cognitive maps. Landmark anchoring involves
the use of environmental cues to determine the orientation and displacement of the cognitive map—that is, the angle and position of the
putative coordinate axes55. Relevant to understanding this function is
40 years of research in rodents that has explored how the firing fields
of place, grid and HD cells are controlled by these cues56. We will not
attempt to summarize this literature here; however, one consistent
result is that objects at the extremities of the navigable environment
are strong controllers of the orientation of the cognitive map, at least
in animals who have maintained an internal sense of direction and are
primarily using landmarks to correct errors in path integration. When
distal cues such extra-maze objects or cue cards along the chamber
wall are rotated around the center of the chamber, place and grid field
locations rotate with the cues, as do HD tuning curves (Fig. 3a)56,57.
In addition, recent work suggests that environmental geometry may
also help set cognitive map orientation58, as evidenced by reports that
grid fields rotate with chamber boundaries even when fixed distal
cues are visible59 and that grid fields exhibit consistent alignments
and distortions that are related to chamber geometry59,60.
Environmental boundaries act as the primary cue for determining
the orientation of the cognitive map under one circumstance: when
animals have lost their bearings—that is, when they have become confused about which direction they are facing. In such circumstances,
rodents, birds, fish, mammals and human infants rely heavily on the
shape of the local environment to recover their sense of direction61. In
geometrically symmetric environments such as rectangular chambers,
they will make ‘geometric errors’ whereby they search for goals in
locations that are in directions 180° offset from the correct locations,
even in the presence of nongeometric cues that could potentially be
used to resolve the geometric ambiguities 62. Consistent with these
behavioral results, the hippocampal place field map in mice63 and
HD cells in rats64 are oriented primarily by chamber geometry after
disorientation (Fig. 3b), and the resulting alignment predicts the
navigational behavior of the animal63. Boundaries may be important
for reorientation because they are typically fixed to the terrestrial
surface (or even form a part of it), and thus they are inherently spatially stable52. Individual objects, by contrast, may change their location, although a navigator may come to learn that certain objects are
stably related to certain positions or bearings65,66, and hippocampal
and HD cells may become anchored to objects in reflection of this
knowledge67. Moreover, individual objects within the environment
are useful as orientational references only if the location of the animal
is known68 or if they have distinguishable façades, whereas environmental geometry can define an orientational axis based on its own
intrinsic shape.
The displacement of the cognitive map is also strongly controlled
by environmental boundaries. The locations of individual place cell
firing fields within the oriented coordinate frame is primarily determined by distances to chamber walls69, and grid fields distort when
these walls are displaced70. Border and boundary cells are likely to be
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crucial for mediating these effects. In humans, hippocampal activity
during scene imagination relates to the number of boundaries in an
environment71 and hippocampal activity during navigation predicts
learning of object locations relative to boundaries72. Effects of boundary displacement can also be observed on spatial memory in humans
navigating to hidden locations within a virtual room73 and rats navigating to a hidden platform in the Morris water maze74. In both cases,
search locations translate with local environmental boundaries when
these boundaries are displaced.
Perceiving and using landmarks. For landmarks to have an effect on
the cognitive map, they must first be processed by perceptual systems.
There are three regions of the human brain that have been implicated
in this function on the basis of their strong fMRI response during
viewing of stimuli that might be broadly classified as landmarks75,76:
(i) the parahippocampal place area (PPA), located in the collateral sulcus near the posterior parahippocampal/anterior lingual boundary;
(ii) the retrosplenial complex (RSC), located in the parietal-occipital
sulcus (POS), posterior to and partially overlapping with Brodmann
area (BA) 29/30; and (iii) the occipital place area (OPA), located in
the dorsal occipital lobe near the transverse occipital sulcus. Although
these regions were initially studied primarily in terms of their strong
activation to visual scenes (for example, landscapes, cityscapes or
rooms), more recent work suggests that they might be involved in
processing both scene-like and object-like landmarks50. When single
objects are viewed in isolation, decontextualized from the surrounding scene, response in these regions is greater for objects that are
physically larger, more distant and more spatially stable compared to
objects that are physically smaller, closer and spatially more movable
(see ref. 77 for discussion). Response is also greater for objects that
are associated with navigational decision points than for objects that
are associated with less navigationally relevant locations78. Thus, these
‘scene’ regions respond not only to scenes, but also to objects that
make potential landmarks, either by virtue of their physical properties (for example, size and stability) or by virtue of their location in
the world. Scene-responsive regions corresponding to the PPA, RSC
and OPA have also been observed in macaque monkeys76,79, but the
existence of similar regions in rodents is unclear.
Of the three landmark-sensitive regions, RSC appears to be particularly important for using environmental cues to anchor the cognitive map. fMRI response to scenes in RSC is significantly increased
when subjects attempt to recover the location or implied heading
of the scene within the broader spatial environment—that is, when
they use the scene to localize or orient themselves48,75. Moreover,
although PPA, RSC and OPA all respond more strongly to stable than
to unstable objects77, retrosplenial cortex (BA 29/30) shows an additional response enhancement that is specific to the most permanent
objects66,80. Relatedly, although both PPA and RSC are active when
participants make spatial judgments relative to fixed environmental
elements81, only RSC has been shown to exhibit activity that scales
with the size of viewpoint changes in the environmental frame82.
Insight into a possible RSC anchoring mechanism comes from several studies that have examined adaptation or multivoxel patterns in
this region during spatial memory retrieval. Typically, participants in
these studies are prompted by scene, object or word cues to imagine themselves facing specific directions at specific locations within
a familiar campus83 or a recently learned virtual environment84–86
These studies have revealed evidence for coding of the recovered facing direction (and also location) in several parts of RSC, including
POS83,84 and BA29/30 (ref. 85) (Fig. 3c). Notably, one MVPA study
found that heading codes were anchored to local geometry in POS, as
1508

evidenced by generalization of equivalent local headings across different enclosed subspaces that had similar geometries (Fig. 3d)84. Such
local heading codes might be crucial for aligning the cognitive map: if
a navigator can determine her heading relative to local geometry and
knows the orientation of the local geometry relative to the rest of the
world, then she can calculate her heading in the global environment.
Complementing this local heading code in POS, a recent adaptation
study found that heading in BA29/30 was represented in a more global
manner that extended across multiple connected local environments85.
Results from other studies indicate that RSC exhibits considerable flexibility of spatial scope, distinguishing between local environments in
some experiments87 but generalizing across them in others83,84. Such
a flexible mechanism would allow RSC to mediate between the local
egocentric scene and the broader allocentric map9,88,89.
Recording studies in rodents and monkeys support this view of RSC.
Rodent retrosplenial cortex contains a variety of cells whose firing
would facilitate the transformation between local and global reference frames. In the open field these include HD cells90 and directiondependent place cells91, and in constrained paths these include cells
that code combinations of turn direction, path position and world position92. In monkey medial parietal cortex, neurons have been observed
that represent turn directions at specific path positions during virtual
navigation93. In a recent study on rodents, Jacob et al.94 examined
directional responses in retrosplenial cells while animals explored an
environment consisting of two connected rectangular subchambers
that were polarized in 180° opposite directions by cue cards at the
end of each subchamber (Fig. 3e). Intermixed with classical HD cells,
which exhibited directional preferences that were consistent across the
entire environment, they observed a new class of ‘bidirectional’ cells
that fired facing one direction in one subchamber and the opposite
direction in the other subchamber. This striking result suggests that
these cells encode heading in a reference frame that is determined by
the orientation of the local environment (in this case, the polarization of each subchamber), echoing human fMRI results84. Interactions
between bidirectional cells and classical HD cells might be used for
aligning the HD system to the local reference frame or, conversely, for
determining the stability of potential landmarks.
With regards to the perceptual processing of landmarks, an extensive literature has explored the PPA’s response to many kinds of
information that can be used to determine the identity of scenes and
landmarks, including local spatial layout, object category, textures and
ensemble statistics (see refs. 50,95 for review). These results may be
reflective of a more general PPA function of representing colocated
perceptual items96,97 that can be used to identify the local place or
context98. OPA has been somewhat less investigated, but recent work
suggests that it is especially important for processing spatial aspects
of scenes that are essential for navigation99, including environmental
boundaries100 and local navigational affordances101. The division of
labor among the three landmark-sensitive regions, whereby PPA and
OPA are primarily involved in the perceptual analysis and visual recognition of landmarks while RSC uses landmarks to anchor the cognitive map, is also supported by neuropsychological studies75,102,103.
A key question for future work will be understanding in detail the
transformations by which perceptual information about landmarks
is used to select, align and position cognitive maps57,104.
Using cognitive maps to navigate
A second requirement for a cognitive map to be useful is that it must
include a mechanism for planning a route to one’s destination. At
a minimum, this involves calculating the distance and direction to
the goal. Moreover, in many environments, routes cannot be direct
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Coding the distance and direction to the goal. Recent models have
explored how grid and place codes might be combined to support
navigation105–107. According to these models, the entorhinal grid
cell network computes a vector consisting of the Euclidean distance
to the goal independent of any barriers and the direction relative
to an environmental axis (for example, 42° northwest). The hippocampus then operates in conjunction with the entorhinal cortex to
derive the optimal path around obstacles, and the posterior parietal
cortex calculates the direction to turn the body to orient along the
path9. Rodent electrophysiology studies have provided evidence for
a hippocampal role in route planning by showing that CA1 activity
traces out the future trajectory of paths108 and distance along the path
to the goal109.
Mirroring this theoretical and recording work, several fMRI studies have reported hippocampal or entorhinal activity correlated with
the distance to the goal during navigation49,54,110–113. In two studies
where it was possible to distinguish path distance from Euclidean
distance, activity the entorhinal region was more strongly related to
Euclidean distance111,113. For example, Howard et al.111 had participants learn a region of London’s Soho street network and subsequently
navigate a film simulation of the city streets during fMRI. Entorhinal
activity tracked changes in Euclidean distance when new goals were
presented, while posterior hippocampal activity tracked the path distance to the goal at various stages of the journey (Fig. 4a). Moreover,
at decision points, activity in the posterior hippocampus was greater
when the goal was close and directly ahead. Consistent with this last
result, a recent study identified cells in the dorsal hippocampus of
flying bats that code the distance and direction to specific goals, with
more cells selective for close distances than far distances and more
cells selective for direct headings than oblique headings10 (Fig. 4b).
Knowing how far to travel is important for navigation, but arguably
more critical is knowing the direction to the goal. While many recording
studies have reported HD cells that code allocentric facing direction 8,
there have been no reports of neurons that code allocentric goal direction. This is despite computational model predictions of such a code
in the entorhinal circuit106,107. To explore this issue, Chadwick et al.114
had fMRI participants judge the direction to goal locations in a virtual environment. Consistent with other results83, activity patterns in
the entorhinal region contained information about both allocentric
facing direction and allocentric goal direction. Notably, activation
patterns were similar for trial pairs in which the facing direction in
one trial (for example, north) matched the goal direction in the other
(for example, north). One possible explanation is that these activity patterns reflect the firing of HD cells, which may briefly switch
from the current facing direction to the anticipated facing direction as subjects imagine traveling in the direction of the goal107,114.
To move in the direction of the goal, an allocentric direction code
needs to be converted and processed as an egocentric code: for example, ‘45 degrees to the left’. Chadwick et al.114 and several others111,113
have reported evidence for such a code in the posterior parietal cortex,
consistent with computational models9. An important question for
future research is how distance and direction are processed in highly
familiar environments, where the hippocampus is not as needed
for navigation43,44,47,49.
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because of obstacles in the terrain. The capacity to take efficient
detours around these obstacles and to identify useful shortcuts is
the crux of what a cognitive map provides 1. Recent fMRI research
has provided insights into how the brain represents distance and
direction to goal locations, supports route planning and solves
detour problems.
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Figure 4 Hippocampus codes metrics of the environment along a journey.
(a) Map showing an example street journey in London’s Soho that was used
by Howard et al.111 and Javadi et al.115. At various points in the journey,
entorhinal cortex codes the Euclidean distance to the goal while the right
posterior hippocampus codes path distance and an interaction between
goal direction and path distance, as well as a more complex aspects of
environment, such as how many other streets a given street is connected
with (degree centrality). Right anterior hippocampus (not shown) activity
increases when entering streets with high global connections (closeness
centrality) (adapted with permission from ref. 115, Springer Nature).
(b) Left: path distance and goal direction coding has also been found
in the hippocampus of bats while they freely fly toward a target location.
Activity increases as the goal is closer and more directly ahead (adapted
with permission from ref. 10, AAAS).

Paths and planning. In real-world situations, such as navigating a city,
there may be more than one route to a destination. The more options
to consider, the greater demands placed on the brain regions needed
to retrieve the network of possible paths and select the optimal route.
A recent study by Javadi et al.115 explored this issue by relating fMRI
activity collected during virtual navigation111 to graph-theoretic measures of the topological connections of the streets. Upon entry to a street,
activity in the posterior hippocampus increased if the street offered
many more paths to choose from for future travel. By contrast, anterior
hippocampal activity increased when entering a street with greater global connectivity to rest of the street network115. These results dovetail
with recent evidence of topological coding of navigable spaces by place
cells116,117; for example, Wu and Foster’s117 observation that hippocampal
replay of place cells on a set of connected tracks preserves the topological structure of the tracks. It is unclear at this point how this topological
coding of space relates to a possible Euclidean spatial code.
While the hippocampus supports the retrieval of path options,
evaluation of these paths appears to be the province of prefrontal
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cortex. Further analysis by Javadi et al.115 revealed that, when a navigator is forced to replan a route, lateral prefrontal cortex activity scales
with the demands of a breadth-first search through the street network
(Fig. 5). Other recent studies have demonstrated increased activity in
rostrodorsal medial prefrontal cortex when participants are engaged
in hierarchical spatial planning112 and increased coupling between a
similar region and the hippocampus when sequential decisions must
be made in order to plan the shortest path to a goal118 (Fig. 5). These
results agree with an extensive literature on the involvement of prefrontal cortex in classical planning tasks that require inhibition of
actions and resolution of goal–subgoal conflicts17,119. Recent research
has also sought to link neural activity during navigation to parameters
from reinforcement learning models120,121, which may prove a useful
way to dissect the neural systems that support route planning.
Maps and navigation beyond physical space
Humans live in complex worlds, and though locomotion is a large
aspect of our lives, we spend much time navigating interpersonal relationships and abstract concepts. Some of the most exciting recent work
in navigation has begun to explore how the mechanisms discussed
above—spatial coding, landmark anchoring, route planning—might
apply to nonphysical ‘spaces’. This work has the potential to resolve
longstanding controversies over the function of the hippocampus and
other regions4,5. Although it has long been hypothesized that cognitive maps might be applied broadly to many cognitive domains 1,3,122,
recent work takes this idea beyond a general metaphor by showing
concretely how this application might work.
Social and conceptual spaces. Considerable evidence suggests that
the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex represent nonspatial information. In rodents, cells have been identified that code for odors123,
time points124 and sound frequencies125 when these are the central
elements of a behavioral task. In humans, ‘concept cells’ fire when
participants think about famous people or buildings, independent
of the particular stimulus used to evoke those thoughts126. Recent
work has expanded on these findings by showing that these nonspatial
codes can be organized into ‘maps’ of social and conceptual spaces.
For example, Tavares et al.127 examined the coding of a social space
defined by affiliation and hierarchy. Participants had to ‘navigate’ the
social space by interacting with six characters in a role-playing game.
The social position of each character relative to the participant was
tracked. fMRI response in the hippocampus scaled with the angle of
the vector from the participant’s position to the character’s position
in the social space, with greatest response to characters with higher
power and high affiliation. fMRI response in the posterior cingulate, by contrast, scaled with the magnitude of the vector, with greatest response to more socially distant characters. These results were
interpreted as evidence that humans represent their social standing
relative to others in map-like space that is coded in the hippocampus
and posterior cingulate. An important question for future research is
whether this social map is inherently centered on the participant (i.e.,
is egocentric), or whether it might also represent social relationships
between other people (i.e., is allocentric).
Further evidence for coding of abstract spaces—in this case, in
entorhinal cortex—comes from a recent study by Constantinescu
et al.128. Using the same fMRI methods as Doeller et al.29 (see above),
these authors tested for a grid-like coding of an abstract space consisting of morphed stimuli (birds with their neck changing, legs changing,
or both). They found that when participants viewed sequences of
these morphed stimuli, response in entorhinal cortex was greater for
sequences that were aligned vs. misaligned to the sixfold rotational
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Figure 5 Frontal areas involved in planning during navigation. A number
of prefrontal areas have been identified that support navigation in humans.
Inferior lateral prefrontal activity has been shown to correlate with the
number of possible paths available at a choice point (A), while lateral PFC
and superior frontal gyrus activations have been found when participants
encounter a detour and need to find an alternative route (B,C). Hierarchical
planning involves dorsomedial frontal areas, independent of distance to the
goal. In the example shown in D, hierarchical planning can be used to group
parts of the environment together to reduce planning demands. Here, the top
route passes through just one group (one long street), while the bottom route
requires transitions between different streets.

symmetry of the putative grid representation. This effect was also
found in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex, with performance on
a task that indirectly tapped spatial knowledge being related to the
amount of grid-like signal in this area. Other contemporary work suggests that the hippocampal–entorhinal system can encode spaces that
are not inherently continuous, but defined on the basis of transitions
between discrete items129,130.
Contexts and orientation in abstract spaces. How are abstract spaces
anchored to the world? At present, it is not entirely clear how to apply
ideas such as landmark, boundary, or local geometry to nonphysical
domains. To our knowledge, for example, there have been no reports
of cells that fire to the ‘boundary’ of a concept or a social milieu. Some
progress has been made in the temporal domain131, where episodic
memories have been shown to be affected by transitions between
behavioral contexts delimited by temporal boundaries132, similarly to
the way that they are affected by transitions between spatial regions
delimited by physical boundaries133. Although it may not turn out to
be the case that all cognitive maps are supported by the same mechanistic rules, we believe that there are a few basic principles that might
operate across domains.
Most notably, the distinction between context retrieval and orientation might be broadly applicable. In the spatial domain, context
retrieval refers to recovery of a map that is appropriate for a specific
environment, whereas orientation refers to determination of one’s
specific coordinates and heading direction on the map. In rodents,
these two functions can be dissociated on the basis of different behavioral responses to geometric and nongeometric cues during spatial
reorientation134 and differential sensitivity of hippocampal place
cells to metric and nonmetric cues135. Although the precise manner
in which these functions are applied to nonspatial domains has not
been established, we speculate that, in the social domain, context
retrieval might involve bringing up the appropriate map of a social
space (for example, ‘the people I work with’) and orientation might
involve aligning the current situation to salient dimensions such as
affiliation and social hierarchy. Similarly, in the semantic domain,
context retrieval might involve bringing up knowledge related to a
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given topic (for example, ‘living creatures’) and orientation might
involve alignment to salient prototypes and axes in the corresponding
semantic similarity space.
We have previously speculated that context retrieval in humans
relies primarily on inputs from the PPA to the hippocampus whereas
orientation relies primarily on computations performed in RSC49.
Several researchers have explored the idea that the PPA and RSC
might be sensitive to nonspatial cues that define a context 136, and it
is noteworthy that RSC is commonly activated in semantic memory
tasks137. In a recent review, Ranganath and Ritchey138 proposed that
the PPA and RSC form part of a posterior medial input system to the
medial temporal lobe, which they characterize as supporting models
of places, contexts and situations, in contrast to the anterior temporal
system, which supports identification and evaluation of individual
entities. Recent work suggests that the human hippocampus encodes
nonspatial contexts139—for example, parallel storylines within a
movie140. Understanding how the navigational system supports context retrieval and orientation in nonphysical spaces seems likely to be
a fruitful area for future research.
Navigating the past and the future. Finally, what is the equivalent of
route planning in nonphysical space? In abstract terms, route planning involves imagining a sequence of possible future states. Both
humans and animals do this. For example, when a rat reaches an
intersection in a maze, it pauses and looks left and right, as if considering which path to take. As it does so, place cells fire corresponding
to positions along the possible paths, thus providing neural evidence
that the animal is thinking about locations that would be encountered
if it traveled down each route141,142. This principle—that route planning involves considering the future using representations that were
laid down in the past—can be applied more broadly to explain the
involvement of the navigational system in other core cognitive functions such as episodic memory and prospective thinking.
Many authors have considered variants of this idea. Under one
theory, the key cognitive process is scene construction: the ability
to set up a spatial framework, populate it with meaningful content
and imagine what the resulting scene would look like from different
points of view143. Other researchers have focused on the importance
of being able to construct a sequence of related states that might form
an episodic narrative4,144,145, which can then be used to evaluate the
consequences of possible behaviors146. Route planning might also
apply to the social and conceptual domains as a mechanism for creating meaningful sequences of thought. Indeed, the idea that thinking
is like navigation is an old one: William James famously described
the stream of thought as “like a bird’s life … made of an alternation
of flights and perchings.”
We will not attempt to survey this literature here, which has been
extensively discussed in earlier reviews4,143,147,148. We simply note our
belief that a deeper understanding these abilities will likely come from
application of insights obtained from the spatial navigation literature,
where the computational mechanisms can be defined precisely in terms
of concrete quantities such as distance, angle, and path complexity.
Conclusion
It has now been 70 years since Tolman first proposed the idea of the
cognitive map and 40 years since O’Keefe and Nadel3 outlined the
data linking it to the hippocampus. For a long time, the evidence
for cognitive maps, both behavioral and neurological, was primarily derived from rodents. In this review, we have outlined recent
work suggesting that the concept might be equally well applied to
humans. We have focused in particular on the important question of
nature neuroscience
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how cognitive maps are used during spatial navigation—for example,
how they are anchored to the environment and deployed to plan a
route—and have described new data that suggest that cognitive maps
might apply to both physical and nonphysical spaces. We expect that
future studies, perhaps using new methods, will allow researchers to
draw even tighter connections between navigational behavior, neural
responses and cognitive processes, thus fulfilling Tolman’s vision of
a map in the brain.
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